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These operating instructions apply to:
Type

Order No.
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50395571
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Assembly and initial start-up must be carried out by qualified personnel only and according to these operating instructions.

The actual serial number will
be sticked in here upon delivery of

Version of this
Documentation:

the device.
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Symbols:

DANGER
Indicates an immediate threatening danger.
Non-compliance with this information can result in death or serious personal injuries (invalidity)

WARNING
Indicates a possible dangerous situation.
Non-compliance with this information can result in death or serious personal injuries (invalidity)

CAUTION
Bezeichnet eine möglicherweise gefährliche Situation.
Wenn die Information nicht befolgt wird, sind Sachschäden sowie leichte oder mittlere Körperverletzungen die Folgen.

NOTE
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Indicates general notes, useful operator tips and operating recommendations which don’t affect safety and health of the personnel.
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1.0.0 EC Declaration for Incorporation (Document original)
1.1.0 According to: 2006/42/EC
Standard:

EN ISO 12100:2010 (German Version)

The manufacturer:
Afag Automation AG, Luzernstrasse 32, CH-6144 Zell
hereby declares that the incomplete machine:

Product name:

Rotary gripper modules
(pneumatic / electric)
GMQ 32 RE-50 18-100V
GMQ 32 RE-75 18-100V

Types:
EC Low voltage Directive:
EMC Directive:
Increase of the harmonized
Standard applied:

2014/35/EU
2014/30/EU
EN 60204-1:2006; EN 349

Safety of machinery General principles for risk assessment and risk reduction.
The special technical documents shall be sent to a reasoned request by national
authorities in printed documents or electronically (pdf).
Applied and fulfilled essential requirements:
1.1; 1.1.1; 1.1.2; 1.2; 1.2.1; 1.2.3; 1.2.4.4; 1.2.5; 1.3; 1.3.3; 1.3.5; 1.3.6; 1.3.7;
1.3.8.1; 1.3.8.2; 1.3.9; 1.4.1; 1.5; 1.5.1; 1.6; 1.6.1; 1.6.3; 1.6.4; 1.7; 1.7.1; 1.7.4.;
1.7.4.1; 1.7.4.2; 1.7.4.3; 3.3.5; 3.4.1
Who installs this incomplete machine or assemble with other machines, a risk assessment for its resulting machine which must make the provisions of the
EC directive: 2006/42 /EC
Norme:
EN ISO 12100:2010
Agent:
For the compilation of the technically relevant documents:
Niklaus Röthlisberger, Producte Manager Afag Automation AG, CH-6144 Zell
Ort/Datum : Zell, 15.06.2021
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Siegfried Egli

Niklaus Röthlisberger

Managing Director
Afag Automation AG

Producte Manager HT
Afag Automation AG
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2.0.0 Module Informations
2.1.0 Safety
Modifications to the rotary-gripper module that are not described in this operating
manual or have not been approved in writing by the company Afag Automation AG
are not permitted. In case of improper changes or assembly, installation, operation,
maintenance or repairs, Afag Automation AG rejects all liability.
2.1.1 Transport, handling, storage
For transport and storage, the following conditions must be met:
Temperature storage: 0-50°C
Humidity:
<90%, non condensing

CAUTION
The rotary-gripper module is packed in the original box. In the case
of improper handling the module may drop out of the box when it is
unpacked and cause injuries to limbs.

NOTE
Please note!
A technical safety information sheet is enclosed with each module.
This information sheet must be read by every person who operates
the module.

2.1.2 Module Description
The rotary-gripper module is a very compact electrical / pneumatic rotary module
which is suitable for rotating useful loads (see Technical Data). The RE rotary modules are fitted with a 17-pole industrial connector (G13) and a 4-pole M15 connector.
The RE rotary modules are designed for operation with the Afag controllers SEPower 1kVA, SE-48 and SE-24. They can, however, also be operated with controllers of other manufacturers.

GMQ 32-RE-50 u. GMQ 32-RE-75 OI. vers.1.9 gb. 20190630
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2.1.3 Nomenclature construction grip rotary modules GMQ 32 / RE-50 / 75

The new gripper rotary module consists of the afag standard modules.:
-

Gripper actuator GMQ 32
Rotary module RE-50 (RE-75)
Gripper GMQ 32/..

Due to their compact construction the gripper-rotary modules sont’t have any
disturbing contours. (narrow design)

8
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2.1.4 GMQ 32 / RE-50 pneumatically / electric

6

5
1

4

9
1 Gripper
3 Encoder housing
5 encoder connection
7 Adapter unit
9 Connecting flange

2

3

7
2
4
6
8

8
servo drive with gears
Proximity switch
Motor connection
Gripper actuator

Table 1: Modul Informations
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2.1.5 GMQ 32 / RE-75 pneumatically / electric

5

9

6

4
1

2

3

8

7

10
1 Gripper

2 Servo drive with gears

3 Encoder housing

4 Proximity switch

6 Encoder connection

5 Motor connection

7 Adapter unit

8 Greifer actuator

9 Air connection

10 Connecting flange
Table 2: Module Informations

18-100V
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2.1.6 Mounting of the gripping pliers
Pliers can be retrofitted to rotary-gripper modules which were ordered without pliers.
The GMQ 32 gripper actuator can be fitted with the standard gripper pliers of the
GMQ 32 pneumatic grippers. There are 3 different types available.
1 Centering bushings
2 Gripper
3 Disc
4 Screw
5 Centering
6 Drawbar
7 Clamping screw

18-100V

Mounting of the gripping pliers:
Extend the drawbar on the GMQ pliers actuator electrically when mounting the gripper pliers.
Drawbar

GMQ-gripper actuator

Processure:
-Insert centering ring 5 and centering sleeve
1
-Insert cylinder pin in flange (fix)
-Push on gripper pliers 2
-Tighten screw 4
-Align gripper pliers, tighten clamping screw 7

Disassembly of the gripper:
Extend the drawbar on the GMQ pliers actuator when dismounting the gripper pliers.

Procedure:
Material for assembly / disassembly:
Allen screwdriver 3 mm
Cylinder pin Ø 2.5 x30 mm

GMQ 32-RE-50 u. GMQ 32-RE-75 OI. vers.1.9 gb. 20190630
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NOTE
The gripper fingers are not part of the delivery and must be manufactured by the user of the rotary-gripper module.

The pliers must be fully open.
Insert cylinder pin in the flange
holes so that the gripper pliers
is locked.
Loosen screw using the Allen
screwdriver.

Cylinder pin

Loosen clamping screw at the
gripper pliers. The pliers head can
be removed.

Drawbar
New gripper pliers can now be
mounted on the rotary gripper.
Procedure:
Please see „Mounting of the gripper pliers“

The gripper fingers are not included!
It’s the customer’s responsibility to manufacture the gripper fingers. The jaws of the
gripper pliers are provided with a default seat (12 G8) for this.
The drawings of the pliers are included in the Technical Catalogue.

12
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NOTE
The gripper fingers are not part of the delivery and must be manufactured by the user of the rotary-gripper module.
2.1.7Assembly connection

WARNING
Due to the rotating movement of the gripper pliers, hair or other
materials may be caught and drawn into the system while the
module is being operated.Caution: Commissioning may only be
executed by qualified personnel.

WARNING
Always switch off the controller and protect it against being
switched on again unintentionally when you work on the rotarygripper module. The signals of the control system may cause
unintentional movements of the module which may lead to personal injuries.
The rotary-gripper module can be mounted in a vertical or horizontal position.
The rotary-gripper module can be fastened to the black intermediate piece, grid of
48x24 mm, 4x M6 / (48x48 mm, 4xM6) Screw.
Acreage:






Fixing grid
GMQ 32 / Ø58mm, 4x Ø3,4mm
GMQ 32 / Ø88mm, 4x Ø5,5mm
can be tapped









Fixing grid
GMQ 32 / RE-50 = 24x48mm, 4xØ6,6mm
GMQ 32 / RE-75 = 48x48mm, 4xØ6,6mm
can be tapped






Monting grid 2xM5
(e.g. for hold-down)

Squaring for flange
GMQ 32 / RE-50, Ø49h7
GMQ 32 / RE-75, Ø74h7
mounting

Use the centring sleeves included in the scope of delivery for positioning and insert
these sleeves in the diagonally opposite bore holes of the mounting grid.

GMQ 32-RE-50 u. GMQ 32-RE-75 OI. vers.1.9 gb. 20190630
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2.1.8 Tightening moments for screw
The screws to be used for assembly must at least satisfy the following conditions:
Standard:
VDI 2230
Strength:
class 8.8
Surface:
galvanized blue, oiled or greased
Thread

Tightening moments

M2
M2.5
M3
M4
M5
M6
M8

0,3 … 0,35 Nm
0,5 … 0,73 Nm
1,1 … 1,4 Nm
2,6 … 3,3 Nm
5,2 … 6,5 Nm
9,0 ... 11,3 Nm
21,6 ..27,3 Nm
Table 1: Tightening moments for screw

2.1.9 Centering module
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2.2.0 Installation in a system

DANGER
The gripper rotary engine may not be used in hazardous environments.

WARNING
If add-ons at the rotary-gripper module could cause danger in
connection with moving parts a safe operation must be ensured.
Ensure that the operator cannot reach into the operating range
of the rotary-gripper module during normal operation.
Ensure that there is no danger to the operator of the system in
special operating modes. The concept depends on the safety
concept of the system and the attached machine parts.

WARNING
Due to the decentral controller the operator of the rotary-gripper
module needs not to be near the product so that third persons
might be endangered by the rotation mode.
Lock the controller while you are working on the rotary-gripper
module and switch the controller only on again after work is
finished.

CAUTION
The rotary-gripper module is a partly complete machine.
The rotary-gripper module must be integrated in the safety concept of the system so that a safe operation can be ensured.
Ensure that the operating personnel cannot reach into the operating range of the rotary-gripper modules during operation.
The rotary-gripper module may only be used in accordance with
the intended purpose.
Ensure that the operator cannot reach into the operating range
of the rotary-gripper module during normal operation. This can
be achieved by taking appropriate safety measures such as
casings, a light grid or by disconnecting the system from the
power supply.

GMQ 32-RE-50 u. GMQ 32-RE-75 OI. vers.1.9 gb. 20190630
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NOTE
This operating manual should be read carefully before carrying out
any activity on or with the rotary-gripper module

2.2.1 urning the rotary module if the cable outlets don’t fit
In the delivery state the cable connections on the rotary module are facing forward.
You can turn the black mounting part so that the cable outlets are pointing to the left
or right side. Please proceed as follows:
Selectabele cable outlet:

Gripper actuator GMQ:
Every possible position
360°

RE-50: rotary modul 4 Positionen (each 90°) possible

16
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Procedure:
Loosen 4 screws on the RE-50
using the 2.5 mm allen screwdriver

Remove the RE-50 turn to the
desired side and remount.

Bolt down the RE-50 in the new
position.
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3.0.0 Montage Instructions
3.1.0,Manufacturer address:
Afag Automation AG
Luzernstrasse 32
CH-6144 Zell
Sales Handling:
Tel. 0041 (0)62 959 87
02 www.afag.com

These Montage Instructions are valid for:
Product name:

Rotary gripper module (pneumatically / electric)

Types:

GMQ 32 / RE-50
GMQ 32 / RE-75

This is an incomplete machine
Who installs this incomplete machine or assemble with other machines, a risk assessment for its resulting machine which must make the provisions of the EC directive: 2006/42/EC
Standard:
EN ISO 12100:2010 (German Version)
Agent:
For the compilation of the technically relevant documents:
Niklaus Röthlisberger, Products Manager Afag Automation AG, CH-6144 Zell
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3.1.1 Intended use
The rotary-gripper modules are used for the smooth rotary movement of loads in
non-explosion hazardous ambient and operating conditions that are specified for this
module (see Technical Data).
The rotary-gripper modules are exclusively intended for rotating useful loads (see
Technical Data) which do neither impair the safety of persons nor present a danger
to property and the environment. Combined with other modules they can be used as
a pick&place station.

NOTE
Any use that exceeds the use mentioned above is regarded as improper.
The manufacturer does not accept any liability for damage resulting
from such use. The risk is that of the user alone.
Intended use also includes paying attention to the operating manual and observing
the maintenance and repair instructions specified by the manufacturer.

CAUTION
The rotary-gripper module may only be operated and serviced
by correspondingly trained personnel who have also profound
knowledge of the dangers.
The applicable regulations for prevention of accidents and the
other generally accepted safety-relevant and occupational safety and health regulations are to be followed.

GMQ 32-RE-50 u. GMQ 32-RE-75 OI. vers.1.9 gb. 20190630
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3.1.2 Warranty
The term of the warranty on Afag handling components and systems is:
 24 months following commissioning, but a maximum of 27 months following delivery.
 Wear parts (e.g. shock absorbers) are not covered by the warranty. *
The warranty covers the replacement or repair of defective Afag parts. No further claims will be
accepted.
The warranty will be voided in event of the following:
 Use for other than the intended purpose
 Failure to observe the notes on installation, commissioning, operation and maintenance in
the operating manual
 Improper installation, commissioning, operation and maintenance
 Independent repairs and constructional changes without prior instruction by Afag Automation AG
 Removal of the serial number on the product
 Using the module without shock absorbers, or with defective shock absorbers
 Inadequate monitoring of wear parts
*A customer has the right to a defect-free product. This is also applicable for accessories and wear parts, if they are defective.
However, wear does not fall within the scope of the warranty.

3.1.3 Safety
This operating manual should be read carefully before carrying out any activity on or
with the module. The module may only be deployed in accordance with the intended
use. Modifications on the module that are not described in this operating manual or
have not been approved in writing by Afag are not permitted. In the case of improper
changes or assembly, installation, operation, maintenance or repairs, Afag AG rejects all liability.

CAUTION
Connection of a control system and operation of the rotarygripper module can lead to unpredictable movements which
may result in personal injury or damage to property.

20
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3.1.4 Dimensional drawing: GMQ 32 / RE-50

Figure 2: Dimension drawing GMQ 20-RE-50
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3.1.5 Technical data GMQ 32 / RE-50

22
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3.1.6 Dimensional drawing: GMQ 32 / RE-75

Figure 3: Dimension drawing GMQ 20-RE-50
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3.1.7 Technical data GMQ 32

Table 2: Technical data GMQ-32
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3.1.8 Technical data RE-75
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3.1.9 Graph of gripping forces
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3.2.0 Gripper GMQ 32

28
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3.2.1 Measured values

Installation of external modules
The rotary flange is designed for the attachment of Afag modules. If third party modules are used the rotary flange can also be removed.
The engineer can also make an own rotary flange which can be attached to the third
party modules.

GMQ 32-RE-50 u. GMQ 32-RE-75 OI. vers.1.9 gb. 20190630
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NOTE
The permissible useful loads of the module must be observed,
see Technical Table.
The manufacturer does not guarantee for modifications on rotary-gripper modules carried out by the customer.
The manufacturer does not accept any liability for damage resulting from such use. The risk is that of the user alone.

30
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3.2.2 Electrical Interface
Motor cable (M12 or M15)

brown 1 U
withe 2 V
blue 3 PE
black 4 W

Encoder cable (G10 or G12)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

brown
blue
withe
green
pink
yellow
black
grey
red
violet
grey/pink
red/blue
withe/green
brown/green
with/yellow

U

16
17

yellow/brown

n.v.

with/grey

n.v.

GMQ 32-RE-50 u. GMQ 32-RE-75 OI. vers.1.9 gb. 20190630

V
B/
A
W/
Z
GND
B
+5V
V/
W
Z/
A/
U/
n.v.
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Sensor plug
M5x0.5

3.2.3 Commissioning, operation, training

WARNING
Due to the rotating movement of the gripper pliers, hair or other
materials may be caught and drawn into the system while the
module is being operated.
Caution: Commissioning may only be executed by qualified
personnel.

WARNING
Durch die dezentrale Steuerung befindet sich der Bediener das
Greif- Drehmodul nicht zwingend neben dem Produkt, damit
können durch den Rotationsbetrieb andere Personen gefährdet
werden.
Bei Manipulation am Greif- Drehmodul muss die Reglerfreigabe
gesichert werden, sie darf erst nach Beendigung der Arbeiten
wieder eingeschaltet werden.
Beachten Sie die Bedienungsanleitung der verwendeten Steuerung.

32
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3.2.4 Preparation for commissioning
The rotary-gripper module is designed for operation with Afag servo controllers.
They can also be operated with other controller types.
Operation of the Afag servo controllers is described in the separate operating instructions.
First connect the servo controller to a PC on which the operating software was installed and carry out the test run. Use of the operating software is described in the
operating instructions of the servo controller.
If the rotary-gripper module is delivered together with an Afag servo controller the
operating parameters have already been stored on the controller. The rotary-gripper
module can be started immediately.
If the rotary-gripper module is operated with a control system of another manufacturer the user must provide special cables and determine the operating parameters
himself.

DANGER
An inadmissible removal of the connector cover may lead to an
electric shock.
Never remove the connector cover from an installed rotarygripper module.

GMQ 32-RE-50 u. GMQ 32-RE-75 OI. vers.1.9 gb. 20190630
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3.2.5 Commissioning


Carry out the first start-up slowly and step by step.



Note the permissible technical data (see catalogue) regarding:
-

load capacity
motion frequency
moment load

CAUTION
Limbs may be crushed by moving components.



Make sure that there are no persons or tools within the operating range of the
module.



Carry out a test run.

At first at slow traverse speeds, then under the effective operating conditions.
Training
The device may only be installed and operated by persons who are familiar with the
contents of these operating instructions.
3.2.6 Setting / Changeover

WARNING
Due to the rotating movement of the gripper pliers, hair or other
materials may be caught and drawn into the system while the
module is being operated.
If add-ons at the rotary-gripper module could cause danger in
connection with moving parts a safe operation must be ensured.

WARNING
Due to the rotating movement of the gripper pliers, hair or other
materials may be caught and drawn into the system while the
module is being operated.
If add-ons at the rotary-gripper module could cause danger in
connection with moving parts a safe operation must be ensured.

34
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3.2.7 Normal operation

WARNING
Due to the rotating movement of the gripper pliers, hair or other
materials may be caught and drawn into the system while the
module is being operated.
If add-ons at the rotary-gripper module could cause danger in
connection with moving parts a safe operation must be ensured.

WARNING
Due to the decentral controller the operator of the rotary-gripper
module needs not to be near the product so that third persons
might be endangered by the rotation mode.
Do not reach into the system during standard operation.

DANGER
An inadmissible removal of the connector cover may lead to an
electric shock.
Never remove the connector cover from an installed rotarygripper module.

GMQ 32-RE-50 u. GMQ 32-RE-75 OI. vers.1.9 gb. 20190630
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4.0.0 Maintenance Instructions
The shock absorbers and stop screws must undergo regular functionality checks, and be replaced
if required. We recommend replacing the shock absorber after a maximum of 5 million load cycles.
If shock absorbers are missing, defective or incorrectly set up, the functionality of the module will
be compromised and may lead to its destruction!

4.1.0 Servicing

WARNING
Due to the rotating movement of the gripper pliers, hair or other
materials may be caught and drawn into the system while the
rotary-gripper module is being operated.
Observe the operating instructions of the system into which the
rotary-gripper module was incorporated.
Maintenance and servicing may only be carried out by qualified
personnel.

WARNING
Always switch off the servo controller and protect it against being switched on again unintentionally when you work on the
rotary-gripper module. The signals of the control system may
cause unintentional movements of the module which may lead
to personal injuries.
Observe the operating instructions of the control system used.

DANGER
An inadmissible removal of the connector cover may lead to an
electric shock.
Never remove the connector cover from an installed rotarygripper module.

Regular maintenance
Maintenance

Maintenance work

intervall
As required

Clean the module with a dry, lint-free cloth.
The module must not be washed down; do not use any aggressive cleaners.
Table 3: Maintenance
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4.1.1 Further maintenance
Under the ambient conditions mentioned below the rotary-gripper module does not
require any further maintenance:
- clean workshop atmosphere
- no splash water
- no friction dust or dust from processing
- climate and temperature according to the technical data.
Troubleshooting and repair

WARNING
Due to the rotating movement of the gripper pliers, hair or other
materials may be caught and drawn into the system while the
module is being operated.
Observe the operating instructions of the system into which the
rotary-gripper module was incorporated.

WARNING
Due to the decentral controller the operator of the rotary-gripper
module needs not to be near the product so that third persons
might be endangered by the rotation mode.
Always switch off the servo controller and protect it against being switched on again unintentionally when you work on the
rotary-gripper module. The signals of the control system may
cause unintentional movements of the module which may lead
to personal injuries.

DANGER
An inadmissible removal of the connector cover may lead to an
electric shock.
Never remove the connector cover from an installed rotarygripper module.
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4.1.2 Possible failures on rotary module RE-50 (RE-75)
Touble

Possible cause

Remedy

Rotary shaft (gripper pliers) oscillates (very strong
vibrations at the drive)

Moments of inertia of the
elements / useful load on
the rotary flange too high
Wrong setting of control
parameters

Reduce moment of inertia
(keep to the indications of
the catalogue)
Reset parameters on the
control system

Wrong connection of limit
sensor

Check pin assignment and
correct, if necessary

Rotary shaft (gripper pliers) continues
to turn (limit stop not
mounted)

Limit sensor connection Check sensor cable
interrupted
Limit sensor defective

Rotary shaft (gripper pliers) turns up to the wrong
side of the optional stopper and then stops

Replace
limit sensor
(only by the manufacturer)
Wrong direction of refer- Check direction of reference run
ence run and change, if
necessary
Wrong drive connection

Rotary shaft (gripper pliers) does not move

Wrong drive connection

Check pin assignment and
correct, if necessary
Check pin assignment and
correct, if necessary

Motor connection interrupted

Check motor cable

Drive defective

Have the drive replaced by
Afag AG
Reduce values for acceleration and speed

Rotary shaft (gripper pli- Important contouring error
ers) stops after a short
turn

Encoder connection interrupted

Check whether module
shaft is mechanically
blocked
Check encoder cable
Check encoder for proper
functioning

Table 4: Possible failures
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4.1.3 Exchanging the gripper actuator (pneumatically or electric)
If a gripper actuator turns out to be defective after the warranty period, carry out the
following steps to replace the actuator yourselves: Order the corresponding actuator
from Afag: Gripper actuator GMQ 32, Order No.: 11009157
You will need a combination wrench Order No.: 50355913

NOTE
If you replace the gripper actuator yourselves, the guarantee on the
module will become null and void. In addition you will need a special
tool which must be ordered separately.
Afag AG offers professional repairs. The module must be returned to
Afag for this purpose.

Procedure for remplacement of the: GMQ 32
Undo and remove 4 screws on the RE50 module.

Undo and remove 4 screws on the RE50 module.

Insert mounting wrench
Order no. 50355913 für: RE-50
Order no. 50390803 für: RE-75
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Loosen pivot bearing using the
mounting wrench so that the bearing can be removed together with
the drawbar.

Loosen clamping screw at the middle part

Pivot bearing with drawbar

Mounting wrench

Gripper actuator
Adapter unit
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4.1.4 Exchanging the rotary module RE-50, (RE-75)
If a rotary module turns out to be defective after the warranty period, carry out the
following steps to replace the module yourselves:
Order the rotary module from Afag:
RE-50
Order No.: 50294005
RE-50 18-100V
Order No.: 50328768
RE-75
Order No.: 50294006
RE-75 18-100V
Order No.: 50332294
Procedure:
Loosen and remove 4x M3, (M5)
cheese head screws on the RE-50,
(RE-75) module.

Remove the defective RE-50, (RE-75)
module.

Mount new RE-50, (RE-75) module on
the diagonal centering sleeves at the
intermediate part.
Note the cable outlets on the RE-50;
(RE-75)

NOTE
If works are carried out on the module after expiry of the warranty
period the manufacturer rejects any and all liability on the rotarygripper module. Repairs will be charged.
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4.1.5 End position sensor replacement

NOTE
The sensor may only be exchanged by the manufacturer!
The sensor must no be exchanged by the customer as setting is rather complicated and the module may be damaged. The manufacturer does not accept any liability for a sensor which was replaced by
the customer.

Sensor
4.1.6 Spare parts

NOTE
Repair of the rotary-gripper module should only be carried out by
Afag. There are no spare parts available.
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4.1.7 Accessories
Type

Order No.

Centering sleeves 7x3mm

11016850 see technical catalog

Centering sleeves 9x4mm
11004942
Flange set RE-50
50294008
Flange set RE-50
50294009
Motor cable-M12-5m-0-open (SE-Power)
50290459
Motor cable-M12-10m-0-open (SE-Power)
50310506
Motor cable-M12-5m-90-open (SE-Power)
50290460
Motor cable-M12-10m-90-open (SE-Power)
50310507
Motor cable-M15-3m-0-0 (SE-24/48)
50332418
Motor cable-M15-3m-90-0 SE-24/48)
50332420
Motor cable-M15-5m-0-0 (SE-24/48)
50338977
Motor cable-M15-5m-90-0 (SE-24/48)
50338978
Geber kabel-G10-5m-0-0 (SE-Power)
50297199
Encoder cable-G10-10m-0-0 (SE-Power)
50310508
Encoder cable-G10-5m-90-0 (SE-Power)
50297200
Encoder cable-G10-10m-90-0 (SE-Power)
50310509
Encoder cable-G10-5m-0-open
50290461
Encoder cable-G10-10m-0-open
50310511
Encoder cable-G10-5m-90-open
50290462
Encoder cable-G10-10m-90-open
50310512
Encoder cable-G12-3m-0-0 (SE-24/48)
50332416
Encoder cable-G12-3m-90-0 (SE-24/48)
50332417
Encoder cable-G12-5m-0-0 (SE-24/48)
50338975
Encoder cable-G-12-5m-90-0 SE-24/48)
50338976
Proximity switch cable-R1-5m-0-open (SE-Power)
11006446
Proximity switch cable-R1-10m-0-open (SE-Power) 50072072
Proximity switch cable-R1-5m-90-open (SE-Power) 11007826
Proximity switch cable-R1-10m-90-open (SE-Power) 50310513
Proximity switch cable-R2-3m-0-0 (SE-24 /SE-48)
50340271
Proximity switch cable-R2-5m-0-0 (SE-24/SE-48)
11017754
Proximity switch cable-R2-3m-90-0 (SE-24/SE-48)
50340272
Proximity switch cable-R2-5m-90-0 (SE-24/SE-48)
50340903
Control SE-24
Control SE-48
Sensor INI
d8x36-SN2.0-PNP-NCM8x1
50285525 siehe Techn. Katalog
Control
SE-Power
1 kVA
Sensor INI d8x36-SN2.0-PNP-NCM8x1
Insert mounting wrench for: RE-50
Insert mounting wrench for: RE-75

50285525 see technical catalog
50390803
50355913

Table 5: Accessories
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4.1.8 Extension and repair
When the module is damaged it can be returned to Afag Automation AG for repair.

WARNING
Before disassembly the power supply must be switched off and
disconnected. Disassembly of the system may only be started
after the power supply was definitely disconnected.

NOTE
Afag Automation AG offers a reliable repair service.
Please note that Afag does not guarantee for modules which were
not repaired by the Afag Automation AG
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5.0.0 Disposal

NOTE
Rotary-gripper modules which can not be used any more must not
be disposed of as a complete unit, but must be disassembled and
recycled according to the type of material. Materials than can not be
recycled must be disposed of in accordance with the legal regulations.
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